The digital revolution in India in the recent years has brought to centre-stage the critical role of the patent system that incentivizes technology innovation, and the role of antitrust policies that ensure healthy market competition. A series of recent policy developments in India, China, Europe, United States, and Japan could not be timelier. This conference will focus on the need for balanced policymaking in the areas of digital India and to promote technological innovation. In India, telecommunication has enabled larger socio-economic development by reducing the rural-urban digital divide.

The digital world that we live in today is that where every civilian has a bright prospect to transform the lives in many ways that were hard to envision just a couple of years ago. It is the outcome of several innovations and technology advances. Today, every nation wants to be fully digitized that will empower society in a better manner. The ‘Digital India’ programme, an initiative of Honourable Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi, will emerge new progressions in every sector and generates innovative endeavours for growth. The motive behind the concept is to build participative, transparent and responsive system. All educational institutions and government services will soon be able to provide i-ways round the clock. Digital India will provide all services electronically and promote digital literacy. Digital Technologies which includes the concept of cloud computing and mobile applications have emerged as the catalysts for express economic growth and citizen empowerment. Companies all over the world desire to invest in Digital India—the 21st century India, as a growth opportunity. Hence, an attempt has been made in this paper to understand Digital India—a campaign where technologies and connectivity will come together to make an impact on all aspects of governance and improve the quality of life of citizens. Global investors like Sundar Pichai, Satya Nadella, Elon Musk have supported Modi’s Digital India initiative.

The programme contains tasks that target to make sure that govt. services are available to people digitally and people get advantage of the newest information and connections technological innovation. Gandhi felt that “India resides in its villages,” and technology will help the villages to grow and prosper. Digital libraries, online magazines, e-books can be made available for free which will further help in knowledge sharing. PM Modi rightly said in his speech in San Jose, “I see technology as a means to empower and as a tool that bridges the distance between hope and opportunity. Social media is reducing social barriers. It connects people on the strength of human values, not identities.” Technology is a bridge indeed, a bridge that connects the hope that India’s villages will be educated and aware to the opportunity of internet and access to information from across the world. ‘Digital India’ is not just an initiative but a need for this country, where majority of population still does not have access to the world of internet. The Digital India initiative seeks to lay emphasis on egovernance and transform India into a digitally empowered society. It is to ensure that government services are available to citizens electronically. Digital India also aims to transform ease of doing business in the country. The Department of Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY) anticipates that this program will have a huge impact on the Ministry of Communication and IT. The program is projected at Rs 1,13,000 crores which will prepare the country for knowledge-based transformation.

The Digital India project itself will create employment opportunities for 17 million people directly or indirectly which will help in fighting against unemployment problems in India. Government has planned to give IT training to 100 million students in smaller towns and villages as employment opportunity in IT sector is very high in India. In the next 5 years, India will emerge to be a leader in using IT in sectors like health, defence, education, agriculture and banking. Also the service sectors will be digitally empowered. In the field of education, it also assures broadband connectivity in all panchayats, schools, libraries and other public places. Apart from broadband connectivity, every village is provided with universal phone connectivity across the country. Mobile and internet banking can improve the financial inclusion in the country and can create win-win situation for all parties in the value-chain by creating an interoperable ecosystem and revenue sharing business models. Telecom operators get additional revenue streams while the banks can reach new areas.

The programme will make sure every individual can be able to leverage the potential of Digital India. The focus is at least one initiative aims to cover 2,50,000 panchayats under the scheme. This will ensure the digitization and connectivity of local institutions like panchayats offices, schools, other government offices and libraries etc. India is reforming its government through technology in the name of E-Governance with the advancement of technology and digitization. Under the e-governance programme, out of 252 schemes planned, 222 services have been provided in short span of time. The nine pillars of Digital India programme clearly confirms that India as a nation is at its nascent stage. One can easily assure that India will be digitally ready in the next three years.

India’s economy is fastest growing major economy in the world. This clearly shows that the Digital India initiative introduced by Indian government has contributed a lot to boost the economy of the country. The Digital India project itself will create employment opportunities for 17 million people directly or indirectly which will help in fighting against unemployment problems in India. Government has planned to give IT training to 100 million students in smaller towns and villages as employment opportunity in IT sector is very high in India. In the next 5 years, India will emerge to be a leader in using IT in sectors like health, defence, education, agriculture and banking. Also the service sectors will be digitally empowered. In the field of education, it also assures broadband connectivity in all panchayats, schools, libraries and other public places. Apart from broadband connectivity, every village is provided with universal phone connectivity across the country. Mobile and internet banking can improve the financial inclusion in the country and can create win-win situation for all parties in the value-chain by creating an interoperable ecosystem and revenue sharing business models. Telecom operators get additional revenue streams while the banks can reach new areas.

With the Make in India campaign and Digital India, the nation is planning to achieve net zero imports by 2020. This ensures the exports will be equal to the imports and this helps in the economic development of the nation. With the introduction of mobile connectivity in all villages, unique single portal can be maintained for all government related services. This ensures that all databases and information should be in electronic form and not manual. Next to crude oil, Electronics hardware comprises major parts of imports in India. Since India is a service based country and till now we have focused only on software development, with the advent of Digital India, with its stress on making India a manufacturing hub will change the trend.
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In this context, the conference focus to achieve the following objectives:
1. To evaluate the progress of existing digital India initiatives and future prospects
2. To identify the major challenges faced by the rural economy for implementing digital India initiatives.
3. To discuss the implementation of new models and infrastructures required.
4. To explore new digital initiative in the manufacturing, service and agricultural sectors.

Sub Themes of the Conference
1. Digital Marketing of Agriculture
2. Digital Insurance
3. Digital Banking, Capital Market
4. Digitalization of MSME and Skill India Initiatives
5. Digital Education and Literacy
6. Digital India and Atmanirbhar Bharat
7. E-HRM: Digital training and skills
8. Cyber Security
9. Digital Currency and Cryptocurrency
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